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Airspeed System Errors By G. Limke, EAA 3673 No. 4 Clover Lane, St. Charles, Mo. COMMENT on approach speed discrepW HITTIER'S ancies in his discussion of the Turbulent in the
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airspeed system errors.



Many pilots are aware that an airspeed indicator is a pressure gauge which measures the difference between



Error



Thus, if the pitot head were placed in the propeller wake, total pressure will be high and the airspeed indicator would read high. If the static port were located on top of the wing, the pressure would be low and the airspeed indicator would again read high. Conversely, if



the static port were placed on the lower surface of the wing, the pressure would be high and the airspeed indicator would read lower than true. Now generally the pitot head is placed outside the propeller wake and if so located, its error is negligibly small for any flight angle



of attack to the stall angle. However, measurement of static pressure is much more sensitive, and this is where most system errors occur.



As indicated above, the static pressure on top of the wing is lower than ambient and higher on the bottom of the wing. So static ports cannot be located on the wing. This leaves the fuselage or a boom projecting out in front of the wing. There is usually some location on the fuselage where static pressure is reasonably close to ambient pressure, normally somewhere forward or aft of



the wing. Static pressure in a flush port is not much affected by propeller wake. NACA has performed considerable research on the best locations and one recommendation was a boom of about one chord length projecting forward from the wing leading edge. Some light airplanes do not have a static port. The static side of the indicator is merely open to cockpit or cabin pressure which is usually lower than ambient pressure, and the airspeed indicator naturally reads higher than true. Generally the static pressure error is a function of angle of attack. In any airplane, at constant gross weight, a given speed in level flight represents a given angle of attack. A method of checking airspeed system error is relatively simple. Basically, it is the same as checking your auto speedometer along those measured mile markers on the highway. Select a ground course approximately one mile long with easily identified landmarks at either end. Section lines of one mile spacing are ideal.
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static and total or pilot pressure in an airstream. This



pressure difference is proportional to the speed at which the airplane (with its static and pitot ports) passes through the air, and thus its dial can be calibrated in miles per hour or knots. However, the conversion from pressure difference is based on a TRUE static and total pressure undisturbed by the pressures around the airplane, thus any error in sensing these pressures is reflected in the airspeed indicator reading.
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Altitude should be on the order of 500 feet above the ground. It could be lower but some consideration should be given to the residents along your course. In any case, stabilize your airspeed, altitude and heading prior to entering the course. The heading should be straight down the course, and if crosswinds exist allow the airplane to



drift off course. This will not affect the results. Start the stop watch at the first marker. Fly at the stabilized condition along the course, maintaining speed



and altitude with throttle adjustments, and stop the watch as you pass the second marker. Then, in order to average



out wind direction effects, reverse direction and fly the opposite heading at the same stabilized conditions. Repeat this procedure at about 5 mph increments, starting at maximum speed, and progressing down to until you are slow flyinj. Obviously, you can not do this kind of operation down to the stall speed. After the flight, take your



numbers and figure the average speed for each pass. The formula is Average mph = Distance (Miles) x 3600 Time (Seconds) Average your two passes at the same indicated speed



to take out the wind effects and compare this number with your indicated speed. The difference is, of course, your airspeed system error. You might try plotting this on a sheet of graph paper, and you will have a picture of just what the error characteristic of your system is. A sample table with typical numbers is presented as a guide. Indicated
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Ground check your airspeed system to make sure it
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has no leaks. Then beg, borrow, or steal a stop watch unless you already own one. Wait for relatively calm
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weather when the air is smooth and the wind velocity low.
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The flight procedure is to fly in both directions 34
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Indicated Airspeed (15.P.H.)
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along the course at a stable speed, altitude, and heading.
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NOTE: Measured distance is one mile.
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